With deep appreciation, I received the FNPS Mentor award at the 2001 Conference, recognizing my work in teaching, research, and preservation of native Florida ecosystems. In Broward and Palm Beach Counties, I studied the plants and physiography, writing, speaking, and educating for preservation of the native ecosystems. Broward County’s Fern Forest and Florida’s MacArthur Beach State Park are last surviving sites of their kind on the Atlantic rim of the Everglades. In this region, Pleistocene dunes and dune-back lagoons held back vast wetlands, and through these old dunes, Everglades rivers overflowed into the ocean, once a sweeping wild display of wilderness! Who was protecting this subtropical eastern rim of the Everglades, where expanding municipalities have joined into a city-coast? Should we, could we, leave at least islands of wilderness for ourselves and future generations, a spectrum of living history on this unique peninsula of North America? Local leadership and effort needed to arise; and it has.

We wanted to establish a system of wilderness islands for Palm Beach County. Many, including FNPS, agreed, and we formed the Coalition for Wilderness Islands (CWI). Under pressure of rapid development and vanishing possibilities, CWI proposed to the county: 1) a scientific search to locate by aerial photography, examine on the ground, and evaluate surviving sites, so that we could acquire the best examples of each ecosystem type; 2) developing means to buy sites by bond issue, and other strategies, and; 3) planning to make Wilderness Island Preserves publicly accessible.

With skill and dedication, our members educated each other, government, and other citizens, explaining the concept. Palm Beach County added staff for the preserves and established DERM (Department of Environmental Resources Management), bringing together its permitting, enforcement, and other environmental staff. CWI members turned out to promote both the county and Boca Raton bond issues, and serve on county and city committees related to preserve purchases and planning. As consultants to the county, Dan Austin and I did the survey to locate all types of native ecosystems, in more than 500 square miles, and examined each on the ground. The Inventory of Native Ecosystems in Palm Beach County, Iverson and Austin, 1988, is a detailed database of our work. CWI composed stated goals that appear in every plan, read as much of the management plans as possible, continued voicing questions, concerns, and alternative ideas. Many people gave time toward these first steps. To remain successful, citizens will have to maintain a caring vigilance!

Thanks to those who have believed and participated in preserving wilderness. Whether you actually enter into wild Florida, study its many facets, show others your interest, relax as you drive by, or simply want to be sure native Florida survives—all are deeply important values for people. Pre-history environments have produced this wilderness over eons of time. Since it is impossible to make wilderness
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**Field Guides for Exploring Florida**

**Common Epiphytes of Florida**

By B.K. Holst. Learn about epiphytes. Identify 11 native epiphytes: a butterfly orchid, six bromeliads, and four ferns. Soft cover. Laminated 5 1/2 x 8 1/2" 4 pp. 17 color photos. $3.

**Field Guide to the Mangroves of Florida**

By B.K. Holst. Identify red, black, and white mangroves and the buttonwood tree. Soft cover, laminated 9 x 12" card. 16 color photos. $3.

**The Nature Trail at Pine View School**

Plants of Sarasota County, Part I. By B.K. Holst, W. Diaz, V. Renard, R. Rivero, & E. Dunkleburger. Identify 75 plants, most of them native. Soft cover. 9 x 12". 27 pp. 80 color photos. $15.

**Order Information**

Mail: SBG Press, 811 South Palm Avenue, Sarasota, FL 34236-7726. Email: sbgpress@sosly.org

Phone: 941-955-7553 x 10 Fax: 941-951-1474

Online: www.selby.org/research/pubs.htm

$ & H: Add $2 for first item, $1 each additional item, and 7% Florida sales tax. Inquire for bulk rates.
Endowment Fund Contributions

The following members made separate contributions to the Endowment Fund:

- Eleanor (Lea) Brennan, Naples, Dade Chapter, $75
- Susan D. Thompson, Vero Beach, Eugenia Chapter, $50
- The following members contributed $25:
  - Bob & Debi Bureas, New Port Richey, Nature Coast Chapter
  - Michael J. Brezni, Tallahassee, Magnolia Chapter
- Jim & Cynthia Krakowski, Florida Panther National Wildlife Refuge, Naples, Naples Chapter
- Loren M. Rosenbach, MD, Naples, Naples Chapter
- Frances R. Zierer, Coral Gables, Dade Chapter
- The following members contributed $20:
  - Ric Berger & Carlee Weston, Stuart, Coocoplum Chapter
  - Russell Clawson, Miami, Dade Chapter
  - Lillian S. Coosa, Miami, Dade Chapter
  - Michael J. DeLoys, Boynton Beach, Palm Beach Chapter
- Jean & Bill Evoy, South Miami, Dade Chapter
- Michael A. Fine, Lutz, Suncoast Chapter
- Patricia L. Phares, Miami, Dade Chapter
- Gerard & Joanne Shrewsby, St. Petersburg, Pinellas Chapter
- Susan Walcutt, Coral Gables, Dade Chapter
- Marley D. Watko, Englewood, Charlotte Harbor Chapter
- The following members contributed $10:
  - Patrick Mahoney, Crawfordsville, Magnolia Chapter
  - Raymond E. Miller, Jr., Royal Palm Beach, Palm Beach Chapter
  - Mandy Rhead, Orlando, Tarflower Chapter
  - John C. Shroyer, Gainesville, Paynes Prairie Chapter, $5

FNPS sincerely appreciates the contributions of all members listed.

Endowment Fund

The Endowment Fund is an interesting fund, and the interest is used to fund native plant research scholarships which are awarded at the annual conference. Contributions may be made to the FNPS Endowment Fund at any time. Make checks payable to FNPS, indicate that the amount is for Endowment Fund, and mail to FNPS, ATTN: Endowment Fund, PO Box 690278, Vero Beach FL 32969-90278.

In What Way a Mentor?
continued from page 9

ecosystems, the values we are protecting are all that anyone can ever have here. No monument we could build in their place is as valuable as these historic, living, functioning ecosystems.

Recognizing and preserving historic Florida serves both the life of native ecosystems and the prosperity of people. I look to the past, observe, research, and educate in the present, and think how best to preserve.

It is with gratitude that I receive what no other award could bring together, recognition from the FNPS as a mentor. With thanks,

Grace Iverson
Palm Beach Chapter FNPS
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Be Vigilant for Florida
Join the FNPS Eco Action Alert
Email List
Monitored by Cynthia Plockelman, our FNPS Government Policy Chair (cplocke@mindspring.com). Receive timely news of environmental issues needing citizen action. For more info or to submit items, email inquiry to info@fnps.org.
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